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Harper’s Climate Strategy: HUG OBAMA

Just a Tourist on Global Warming

Since January 2009 when President Obama took
office, Prime Minister Stephen Harper has so far
met with him at a rate of once a month.1 Less
than 24 hours after Obama’s election victory, the
Harper government began to pitch the President
on a North American approach to climate and
energy, with the condition of ‘protecting’ the tar
sands in Alberta from pollution cuts.2

When Obama visited Ottawa in February 2009,
Harper claimed that it was former U.S. President
George W. Bush who had prevented Canada from
doing anything on climate change.3 Canadians
remember, though, that Harper himself has
questioned the science of climate change and
called the international effort to combat global
warming a “socialist scheme.”4

The Obama visit to Ottawa did not produce the
North American approach to climate and energy
(with special treatment for the tar sands) that
Harper wanted. Instead, Harper had to settle for
the consolation prize of a “Clean Energy Dialogue,”

which has been repeatedly held up by his gov-
ernment since then as progress on climate and
energy.5 In reality, though, it's a process far
removed from where the real decisions are made
on regulatory actions on emissions.

With the U.S. talking about possible trade sanctions
for countries that don’t match its actions on climate
change, the Harper government is now saying that
it will match the U.S. on climate action. In fact,
Canada even claims that it is doing more than
its southern neighbour.6 At the recent G8 summit
in Italy, Canada appeared to follow the U.S. in
committing for the first time to the goal of keeping
global temperature increases below the critical
two degree mark, one that scientists believe is
necessary if humanity is to stave off catastrophic
social and economic dislocation.7

The Harper government is therefore claiming that
it is willing to do more than merely hug Obama on
climate change. But, will it really meet or beat
U.S. climate action? And, has it truly committed
to do what science says is necessary? The answer
on both fronts is “no.” This report shows why.
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(left) Stephen Harper has met with Barack Obama at a rate of once a month since Obama took office. 24 hours
after Obama’s election, the Harper government began lobbying for a North American agreement on climate
and energy that would ‘protect’ tar sands emissions; (right) The tar sands are Canada’s fastest growing source
of global warming pollution and the main reason Ottawa is stalling on laws to tackle emissions. Photo : S. JOCZ
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“[Harper’s] inner oilman has won out when it comes to the environment.”

— THE ECONOMIST8



Harper’s Pollution Loopholes –
PERMISSION TO CHEAT

While at the same time lobbying against them,9 Canadian officials are closely studying emerging U.S.
climate laws so that eventual Canadian efforts can be said to match them. But, the Harper government
has yet to give up on the many loopholes it gave to polluters in the first two rounds of its unfinished climate
proposals – loopholes that would mean that Canada’s efforts do not match those of the Americans.

Cap and trade, the main method countries are turning to in fighting global warming, is complicated, which
makes cheating easier to hide. Below are the three main loopholes the Harper government has been pursuing,
any of which would constitute a break from U.S. efforts to date.

Not A Cap: Intensity Targets

Canada’s intensity targets were tailor made for the tar sands. Rather than a ‘hard’ cap – or the reduction
in absolute emissions that the atmosphere needs – an intensity target is a reduction in emissions per unit
of production. This approach allows overall emissions to keep rising if production increases rapidly, which
is exactly what is projected to happen in the tar sands. Environment Canada predicts that the tar sands
will account for virtually all - 95% - of the projected increase in Canadian industrial emissions to 2020.10

The Harper government’s first two climate proposals both relied on intensity targets for large polluters, rather
than hard caps. This is out of step with the U.S. proposals and the rest of the industrialized world, and
indeed takes the “cap” out of “cap and trade.”

The Harper government is currently consulting with Canadian industry on another round of proposals, using
three categories of companies: utility and electricity, oil and gas, and everyone else grouped into a category
called “Energy Intensive and Trade Exposed” (EITE).

As of the time of writing this report, initial reports indicate that the government may indeed end its proposal
for intensity targets for the utility and electricity and EITE categories, but that intensity targets for oil and
gas are still a possibility.11 At a minimum, other sectors may be asked to do more in order to free up
space for tar sands pollution. Special treatment for the tar sands is still on the table, at the expense of
other industry sectors and regions of Canada.12
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“They've been muzzled. The concept of free speech is non-existent at Environment Canada.
They are manufacturing the message of science.”

— CLIMATE SCIENTIST ANDREW WEAVER
on the occasion of the Harper government restricting the ability of environmental officials to talk to the media.13
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Weakening A Cap: Offsets

An offset is a way for a polluter to pay somebody
else to make a pollution reduction, rather than
making the reduction in-house. Offsets are contro-
versial, since it’s hard to prove they are ‘real’ –
that they amount to actual emissions cuts that
would not have happened anyway.14

In debating cap and trade, offsets are often con-
fused with the allowances or “credits” polluters
earn and can sell by exceeding their emissions
reduction targets. Offsets come from outside the
cap, from entities not required to make emissions
cuts. Allowances come from inside the cap, from
those making faster progress.

Allowing polluters inside the cap access to offsets
weakens the cap by undermining its purpose – to
create scarcity in the rights to pollute, thereby
forcing competition to reduce emissions. With
offsets, polluters have access to an option other
than in-house emissions cuts or buying unused
allowances from others in the cap. The scarcity is
eased.

Giving those within the cap access to unlimited
offsets means that, in theory, as a group they
never have to make any in-house emissions cuts,
since they can always pay somebody else. Harper’s
prior two climate proposals allowed for the unlimited
use of domestic offsets. The U.S. is moving to
place at least some limits on the use of offsets for
polluters in its cap, but Canada’s most recent
announcement on offsets is silent on any limit for
the use of domestic offsets.

The Inoffensive
Consolation Prize:
A Clean Energy Dialogue

When President Obama visited

Ottawa in February 2009, he did

not agree to Prime Minister Harper’s

proposal for a North American

agreement on climate and energy

that gives special treatment to

‘protect’ tar sands emissions from

cuts.15 Instead, the leaders announced

a “Clean Energy Dialogue,” billed

as enhancing collaboration,

research, consultation, and the

sharing of information.16

A cornerstone of the Clean Energy

Dialogue is research into carbon

capture and sequestration (CCS), a

commercially unproven technology

that is years away from making a

real contribution to emissions

reductions, and one that could cost

up to $3 billion annually to develop

in Canada.17

“I understand that's what happened. My suspicion is, what I told you,
that Jim [Prentice] took the money for his Clean Energy Plan."”

— NATURAL RESOURCES MINISTER LISA RAITT,

on budget monies allegedly earmarked for the wind industry then diverted to oil sands projects18



Holes In A Cap: Tech Funds and
Other Breaches

An egregious Canadian loophole would allow
polluters yet another option for avoiding in house
emission cuts – paying into a technology fund.
This is an outright hole in the cap as paying into
a technology fund does not guarantee any
reductions at all (whereas in the best case offset
scenario, an equivalent amount of reductions
does come from somewhere).

We must here distinguish between paying into a
technology fund as a compliance mechanism as
opposed to creating a technology fund with
revenues derived from selling emissions
allowances, the latter of which is a desirable
outcome. Ideally, a cap and trade system has
polluters bid against one another to pay for
limited rights to pollute, with the revenues
recycled into things like economic transition,
which could include technology R&D and
deployment of low-emission technologies. This is
different, however, from allowing polluters to
‘opt out’ of the cap by paying into a government
technology fund.

The Harper government has also floated another
possible way for polluters to punch a hole in a
cap – “pre-certified investment credits.” This
would allow companies to set aside money for
future pollution reduction in their own operations
instead of meeting their targets.

Reports of the most recent round of Canadian
industry consultations indicate that holes in a
cap, like a technology fund as compliance
mechanism, are still on the table. Neither U.S.
nor European companies are allowed to breach
such holes in their caps.

Two Degrees of
Deception

Contradicting Obama

Without George W. Bush to hide behind at the
recent G8 Summit in Italy, the Harper government
had little choice but to go along with President
Obama in agreeing for the first time to the goal
of holding global warming under the critical two
degree mark. This would mean a commitment by
developed countries to an 80 per cent emissions
cut by 2050.

Less than 24 hours later, however, in an echo of
the Bush administration’s position on targets,
Canada’s Environment Minister said the commit-
ment was “aspirational” and that Canada would
not meet it. This stood in contrast to Obama’s
statement that the G8 had reached "a historic
consensus on concrete goals for reducing carbon
emissions.”20 The Harper government wanted to
be seen agreeing with Obama, but threw out the
commitment it made to him and other G8 countries
before the ink was dry.
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“Aspirational goal? Like having the body you want without diet or exercise?
Or getting rich without working?”

— DANA MILBANK of the WASHINGTON POST on the use of “aspirational” climate goals

by the Bush administration, now echoed by Harper’s Environment Minister19



Harper’s Deadly Numbers Game

The reason scientists want to hold global warming
to two degrees or less is that beyond that point,
feedback loops – such as permafrost melting and
releasing methane – are likely to kick in, meaning
that two degrees may get us five to 10 degrees,
and that gets us a more deadly world, including
increased malaria, decreased food security, water
shortages, and more severe weather events.24

When Stephen Harper took power in 2006, he
reneged on the targets that Canada committed to
other countries to meet in ratifying the Kyoto
Protocol, and then proposed weaker targets. He
also moved the baseline from which emissions
cuts are made from 1990 to 2006, which has the
effect of hiding his rollback with a public that
doesn’t follow things like baselines.

Harper’s proposed targets for 2020 are now even
less than Canada’s Kyoto targets, and would be
achieved eight years later.25 They fall well short of
what science says is needed to avert runaway
climate change. While this may also be true of
current U.S. 2020 targets (see below), the U.S.
proposes to accelerate its emissions cuts to what
science says is needed by 2050. Canada does
not. Scientists have laid down a red line regarding
what our life support systems can take. Stephen
Harper proposes to drive right through that red
line, fueled by dirty oil from the tar sands.
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Stephen Harper Talks
Climate Change

“[Kyoto] is designed to address

the so-called ‘greenhouse gas’

phenomenon, the hypothesis that

the increase of certain gases - not

necessarily pollutants - contribute

to a long-term global warming

trend.” 21

“Carbon dioxide which is a

naturally occurring gas vital to the

life cycles of this planet. Smog is an

entirely different issue is not covered

by this treaty.” 22

“Kyoto is essentially a socialist

scheme to suck money out of wealth-

producing nations.” 23

Stephen Harper believes strongly in national

security yet pays no attention to looming climate

insecurity should the world fail to dramatically

reduce emissions.
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It is also important to note that the totality of U.S. climate efforts exceeds those of Canada’s, looking
beyond cap and trade. The World Resources Institute concludes that when other elements of the U.S.
Waxman Markey Bill are added in – such as performance standards for those outside the cap – the U.S.
2020 target could get as low as -23% below 1990 levels.26 President Obama is also pursuing an aggressive
“green stimulus” plan, pledging over US$76 billion for renewable energy and energy efficiency over the
next two years, over six times per capita what the Harper government has pledged for the same.27

“For investors who are looking at North America, they look to the U.S. and they see some
policy certainty and a strong incentive. They look to Canada, they see an incentive that is
in essence shutting down and no certainty going forward. That is where our challenge
is at the moment.”

— ROBERT HORNUNG, President of Canadian Wind Energy Association29

UNITED STATES CANADA

Targets adjusted to (Waxman Markey) (Government statements)
1990 baseline

2012 +13% No target
(reneged on Kyoto target of -6%)

2020 -3.5% -3%

2030 -34% No target

2050 -80% -51 to -64%

Green stimulus28

2 year spending on 25.3 billion 0.8 billion
building efficiency (4.3 times less percapita)

2 year spending on 26.73 billion 0.27 billion
renewable energy (13.7 times less per capita)

2 year spending on 24.5 billion 0.54 billion
transit and vehicle (6.2 times less per capita)
efficiency
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The U.S. is outspending Canada more than

six-fold on energy efficiency and renewable

energy, meaning that green jobs will

increasingly be created South of the border.

Failing To Meet Even The Low Bar

Worse, every independent analysis of the Harper
government’s prior proposals to meet even its
inadequate 2020 target says that they won’t get us
there. The government’s addiction to loopholes for
polluters outlined above is an indicator that it is more
interested in window dressing than in doing the job.

Canada’s Parliamentary environmental watchdog said that Harper’s climate plans “overstate the reductions”
and are “not fully transparent.”30 The National Roundtable on the Environment and the Economy agreed
that “it is likely that many of the emissions reductions attributed to specific measures and policies are
overestimated.”31 Canadian climate academics Marc Jaccard and Nic Rivers estimated that the government
would miss its 2020 targets by almost 200 million tonnes.32

In sum, the Harper government’s track record is to set the climate bar so low that it places our children
at risk, and to trip over even that low bar, thereby guaranteeing that our children will inherit a future of
insecurity and conflict.

Canada Falling Behind in
New Energy Jobs

While Stephen Harper and other
Canadian politicians are fixated on
the tar sands, other countries are
taking the opportunity to instead
create jobs in the new energy
economy. In comparing two year
spending starting in 2009, the
Pembina Institute found that Obama
is spending six times more per
capita than Harper in renewable
energy and energy efficiency.33

The international bank HSBC found
that South Korea, the EU, China,
Australia, France, Germany, the
U.S., and the UK all came out
ahead of Canada in the percentage
of stimulus that can be considered
“green.”34
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Getting Real
Instead of contenting himself with repeated photo ops with President Obama, Prime Minister Harper must
perform a 180 degree turn on climate change if Canadians are to be able to look their kids and grandkids
in the eye and tell them we did not rob them of their future. This begins with finally telling the tar sands
industry that its pollution cannot continue to grow, and implementing a new set of environmental laws that has
Canada make its fair share of emissions reductions that scientists are now calling loudly for.

This is what must be done:

1. Canada must legislate science-based climate targets and propose a credible plan to meet them.

2. Canada must close proposed loopholes for polluters so that its targets can be met.

3. Canada must catch up to other countries in creating jobs in the new energy economy through
aggressive public investment.

“So this is an opportunity for the United States to say that’s where the puck is going to be
– to quote Wayne Gretzky – 10 or 20 years from now this is where it’s going to be, so why
don’t we meet in this new industrial revolution, meaning that we’re going to get energy, abundant
energy, the clean energy. So we have the ability to lead.”

— U.S. ENERGY SECRETARY STEPHEN CHU.35 (Stephen Harper is writing a book on hockey.)
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“This particular government has been a government of skeptics.
They do not want to do anything on climate change.”

— RAJENDRA PACHAURI, Chairman, Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, on the Harper government.




